Craft Project
Fabric Pinboard

Before you begin...

I had a canvas, purchased from a cheap store, already put together. This tutorial is to turn it into a pinboard only, not to make the
canvas.

Supplies needed...

Fabric - 20 to 40 cm more than your canvas size.
A canvas - any size
Wadding or batting - the size of your canvas
Nail gun & nails (Manual or electric, doesnt matter)

Conditions...

This tutorial is © Frianki 2014. This tutorial can be used for personal applications, but not commerial use. Mass production, file
sharing or reselling of this pattern is not allowed without express written permission from Frianki. Please credit Frianki as the
tutorial source, and link to the tutorial on the Frianki website (www.frianki.com), if resulting project is shared online.
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Step
1
Get a canvas, or make one. I had a cheap
canvas (pictured on left) which to use,
strip it all back down to the canvas part.
Take some wadding (I had some scrap left
over from another project) and cut it to the
same size as your canvas. I double layered
mine, because it seemed thin - and I
wanted it to be about 1cm thick.

Step
2
Now take the fabric you wish to use and cut
out around the canvas size - you will want
to leave around 10 to 20 cm extra aound
each edge.
Place the wadding in between the canvas
and the fabric. Take the edge of one side
of the fabric and pull tightly, and use a
nail gun along each edge to secure the
fabric to the wood of the canvas.

Step
3
Go around the entire canvas this way.
When you get to a corner, press the
fabric entirely one side, so the overhang
is straight from one side, and fold it back
on itself at a right angle. Press a nail from
the gun right in the corner, on the fold,
and that should hold it well.

Step
4
Once you have gone around with the nail
gun and secured all the fabric, cut off all
the excess. And you’re done!
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